
Split-T  Management’s  Marques
Valle  Stops  Demarcus  Layton
in the First Round
NEW YORK (May 22, 2023)-Split-T Management junior middleweight
Marques Valle remained undefeated with a first round stoppage
over Demarcus Layton six-round junior middleweight fight in a
bout that took place this past Wednesday night at The Pro Box
Event Center in Plant City, Florida.

Valle came out aggressive from the opening bell and battered
Layton all over the ring with power shots until the fight was
stopped at 2:30.

Valle  of  Wesley  Chapel,  Florida  is  now  9-0  with  seven
knockouts.  Layton  of  Little  Rock,  Arkansas  is  8-5-1.

Valle is promoted by Pro Box Promotions.

Split-T  Management’s  Marques
Valle  Takes  on  DeMarcus
Layton in Plant City, Florida
NEW  YORK  (May  17,  2023)-TONIGHT  in  Plant  City,  Florida,
undefeated junior middleweight Marques Valle will be back in
action when he takes on Demarcus Layton in a six-round bout.

Valle, who is managed by Split-T Management, has a record of
8-0  with  six  knockouts.  The  24  year-old  has  a  win  over
Leonidas Fowlkes (2-0) and is coming off a unanimous decision
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win over Jerrod Tennant on February 22 in Plant City, Florida.

Laytom of Little Rock, Arkansas is 8-4 with five knockouts.
The 31-year-old has wins over Eranso Garcia (5-1-1) and Jesus
Almonte (7-1-2). Layton is coming off a loss to undefeated
Ablaikhan  Zhussupov  on  November  5,  2022  in  Minneapolis,
Minnesota.

Valle, who is promoted by ProBox Promotions, weighed 153 lbs.
Layton was 152.8.

The bout can be seen live on ProBox TV at 7 PM ET.

Marques Valle, Otha Jones III
and  Joseph  Hicks  All  Get
Victories
NEW YORK (FEBRUARY 27, 2023)–Three Split-T Management fighters
came home with victories over the past five days.

It  all  started  on  Wednesday  night  as  junior
middleweight Marques Valle remained undefeated by winning a
six-round  unanimous  decision  over  Jarrod  Tennant  in  Plant
City, Florida.

Valle of Wesley Chapel, Florida won by scores of 60-54 twice
and 59-55 to keep his unblemished mark at 8-0. Tennant of Los
Angeles falls to 8-2.

Valle is promoted by Pro Box Promotions

Saturday night in Orlando, Florida, Otha Jones III won a six-
round unanimous decision over 63-fight veteran Raymond Chacon.
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The bout, which took place at The Caribe Royale Resort saw
Jones win by scores of 60-54 on all cards to raise his record
to 6-1-1.

Jones is promoted by GH3 Promotions.

Also on Saturday. Joseph Hicks Jr. remained undefeated with a
tough six-round unanimous decision over previously undefeated
Bilal Quintyne in a super middleweight contest.

Hicks was sent to the canvas at the end of the opening frame.
Hicks showed heat by shaking off the first round and coming
back to get the better of the next five rounds in the crowd
pleasing fight.

Hicks of Grand Rapids, Michigan won by scores of 57-55 and
57-56 twice to raise his record to 5-0. Quintyne is now 4-1.

Hicks is promoted by Salita Promotions.

Split-T  Management’s  Maques
Valle Takes on Jarrod Tennant
in Plant City, Florida
NEW YORK (FEBRUARY 22, 2023)–TONIGHT at The Pro Box Event
Center, Junior Middleweight Marques Valle will look to stay
undefeated when he takes on Jerrod Tennant in a bout scheduled
for six-rounds.

Valle is managed by Split-T Management.

The 24 year-old Valle, fights out of Wesley Chapel, Florida
and  is  undefeated  with  a  record  that  reads  7-0  with  six
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knockouts.

Valle has a first-round stoppage over Leonidas Fowlkes. In his
last  out,  Valle  defeated  Luis  Midyael  via  second  round
disqualification due to excessive holding on December 2, 2022
in Plant City, Florida.

Valle is promoted by Pro Box Promotions.

Tennant of Los Angeles is 8-1 with four knockouts. The 37
year-old Tennant is coming off a first round stoppage over
Antoine Ellerson on August 13, 2022 in Houston.

Both Valle and Tennant checked in at the junior middleweight
limit of 154 pounds..

The fight can be seen on Pro Box TV and Pro Box TV Youtube at
8 PM ET

MARQUES  VALLE  LOOKS  TO
CONTINUE DOMINANCE AT 154 ON
FEBRUARY 22 ON PROBOX TV
Tampa’s highly talked about Marques Valle is looking to set
the  ground  running  in  2023,  as  he  looks  to  establish
himself as a contender in the super welterweight division.

Valle has been dominant in his 7 professional outings, with
all of the wins coming within the scheduled distance. Now the
all-action puncher turns his attention to making an impact in
the super welterweight division.
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Valle opened up on his plans in 2023, “I’m working hard as
always in the gym to improve technically and grow into the
weight. I started my pro career at 147 but I think I’m going
to continue to grow, so it’s the right thing for me to fight
at 54.

“I’ve had a great start to my career on ProBox TV, the whole
team from Garry Jonas to coaches Marc Farrait and Asa Beard
along with my management team at Split-T have worked really
well to bring me on the right way, I feel like I have a dream
team and that’s really all a fighter can ask for.” 

‘The  Machine’  competes  as  a  professional  alongside  his
younger brother Dominic Valle, who also holds an undefeated
record, and the bigger brother discussed his relationship
with his brother and hopes for 2023 for the pair.

He said, “I’m really happy with how me and my brother have
progressed, and I love how we always get featured on ProBox
TV. Dominic has been guided properly and I think we’re going
to be ready for a regional title in 2023.

“There’s a lot of great fighters on television, fighters like
Erickson Lubin who are in fights that we are aiming to be in
one day, but for now I think we will want to push ourselves
into a position where we are ready to break into the world
top 15 and go from there.

“I’m from a Puerto Rican family, I grew up watching Felix
Trinidad and Miguel Cotto, it was a family party every time
there was a big Puerto Rican fight on, and boxing is a family
business with me. Hopefully one day we can have these types
of parties when my brother and I fight.”

Watch ProBox TV Events FOR FREE (NO SIGN UP REQUIRED) live on



YouTube in English and Spanish. You can watch ProBoxTV ad
free on ProBoxTV.com for $1.99

Marques  Valle  Remains
Undefeated  with
Disqualification  Win  Over
Luis Midyael Sanchez
NEW YORK (December 6, 2022) -This past Friday night in Plant
City,  Florida,  super  welterweight  Marques  Valle  remained
undefeated  with  a  disqualification  win  over  Luis  Midyael
Sanchez in the second round of their scheduled six-round bout.

Valle is managed by Split-T Management.

Valle was dominant in the over the five-plus minute fight, to
the point where Sanchez was constantly holding. Sanchez was
deducted two points in the second round for his hugging. He
did not get the message as he continued to grab Valle, and
finally the referee saw enough and pulled the plug on the
fight at 2:22.

Valle, who had his perfect knockout record stopped, is now 7-0
with six knockouts.

The 23 year-old native of Wesley Chapel, Florida is promoted
by Pro Box Promotions.
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Undefeated Super Welterweight
Marques Valle Takes on Luis
Midyael Sanchez Friday Night
in Plant City, Florida
NEW  YORK  (December  1,  2022)  -Friday  night  in  Plant  City,
Florida, undefeated super welterweight Marques Valle will be
back in action when he takes on Luis Midyael Sanchez in a bout
scheduled for six-rounds.

Valle is managed by Split-T Management.

Valle of Wesley Chapel, Florida is a perfect 6-0 with six
knockouts. The 23 year-old Valle has been explosive in his
victories over the likes of Leonidas Fowlkes (2-0) and his
last bout when he took out quality veteran Benjamin Whitaker
in the opening round on September 9th in Plant City.

Sanchez of San Juan, Puerto Rico is 9-3 with six knockouts.
The 28 year-old Sanchez is coming off a loss to undefeated
Alex Rincon on March 19th in Los Angeles.

“It’s been great fighting on ProBoxTV. I couldn’t ask for
anything better,” said Valle.

Marques  alongside  younger  brother  and  fellow  Split-T
Management  fighter  Dominic,  who  also  holds  a  perfect
professional  record  in  the  paid  ranks.

The older and bigger of the brothers opened up about his
relationship with his younger brother Dominic as well as the
love he has for his Puerto Rican roots.

Marques stated, “We’ve always been close, but boxing brought
us closer. We train together, we push each other, and we have
a great relationship. We really get that extra bit of hard
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work from each other which is what you need to be a champion I
believe.”

The older Valle continued, and elaborated on his love for his
Puerto Rican heritage, “Honestly, if I wasn’t Puerto Rican I
don’t think I’d be boxing, because growing up everybody had to
know how to fight, watching the fight, and it was like a
holiday every time a big fight happened.

“There’s been so many great Puerto Rican champions, and I want
to follow in their footsteps. In 2023 I want to push into
those  world  rankings  and  show  everyone  I’m  the  future  of
Puerto Rican and Florida boxing.”

Valle weighed 153.6 lbs. Sanchez was 153.4

Valle is prmoted by Pro Box Promotions with Friday’s fight
being streamed live on Pro Box TV.

Split-T  Management  Fighters
Get Three Wins on Friday
NEW  YORK  (September  13,  2022)–  Three  Split-T  Management
fighters got victories on Friday night.

In  an  entertaining  scrap  that  produced  a  lot  of  contact,
Joseph Adorno won a 10-round unanimous decision over Hugo
Alberto Roldan to win the IBF Latino Junior Welterweight title
at Ballys Atlantic City.

In round two, Adorno landed two counter lefts to the side of
the head, for which Roldan’s glove touched the canvas.

Roldan continued to press the action throughout the fight, but
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Adorno was on point with check hooks and body shots. Both guys
had swelling under their eyes.

Adorno landed 105 of 339 punches; Roldan was 93 of 419.

Adorno, 139.5 lbs of Bethlehem, PA won by scores of 95-94
scores and is now 17-1-2. Roldan, 140 lbs of Argentina is
21-1-1.

“I feel like all the hard work I put in since I was a little
kid is finally starting to pay off and coming all together,”
said Adorno, who took the fight with Roldan on four weeks’
notice after Shinard Bunch withdrew from the main event. “I
did lose a little love for boxing for a while. But I’m proud.
He was an awkward fighter. I took the fight on short notice.
He’s a higher weight class than me. I’m a 135-pounder. All the
hard work pays off. I went through a lot in the ring tonight,
as any fighter does. I hurt my hand. I got hit with a headbutt
that almost closed my eye. But I overcame it all. I got what
it takes. I can hang in there with the top guys. Give me a
couple more fights and I’ll be ready for anybody.”

“You learn a lot from a fight like this,” Adorno said. “In
boxing, you’re going to face guys with different styles. Not
everybody is going to be the same. Weird guys like Roldan make
you look ugly. But you have to get through it, listen to your
corner and adjust. That’s what we did tonight. He came out
with that aggressive style because he knew he had to throw a
lot of punches to win the fight. I understand that. He’s not a
power-puncher so he had to throw punches to have a chance. I’m
just glad we got the victory.”

Adorno is promoted by GH3 Promotions.

In Montreal, Canada, Mary Spencer remained undefeated with a
first  round  stoppage  over  former  world  title  challenger
Cynthia Lozano in a junior middleweight bout to capture the
WBA International and WBC Silver Super Welterweight Titles.



Spencer rocked Lozano in the opening seconds, and then dropped
her with a left hook. With Lozano hurt, Spencer landed a big
flurry of punches that forced the stoppage just 63 seconds
into the contest.

Spencer of Montreal is now 7-0 with five knockouts. Lozano of
Monterrey, Mexico is 9-2.

Spencer is promoted by Eye of The Tiger Management.

Photo Courtesy of Pro Box Promotions

In  Plant  City,  Florida,  junior  middleweight  Marques  Valle
remained undefeated by taking out veteran Benjamin Whittaker
in the opening round of their junior middleweight contest.

Valle, 23 years-old of Wesley Chapel, Florida is 6-0 with six
knockouts. Whittaker of San Antonio, Texas is 15-10.

Valle is promoted by Pro Box Promotions.

Split-T  Management’s  Joseph
Adorno,  DeAndre  Ware  and
Marques  Valle  in  Action
Throughout North America
NEW YORK (September 9, 2022)–TONIGHT, Three Split-T Management
fighters will see action in anticipated bouts throughout North
America.

At Ballys Atlantic City, junior welterweight Joseph Adorno
takes on Hugo Albertp Roldan in the main event of a ShoBox:
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The New Generation card LIVE on SHOWTIME® (9 PM ETPT)

The  bout  will  be  contested  for  the  IBF  Latino  Junior
Middleweight  Title.

Adorno of Bethlehem, PA is 16-1-2 with 14 knockouts. The 23
year-old Adorno has wins over Marco Antonio Ocano (1-0), Kevin
Cruz (8-0) and Daniel Alejandro Sosa (9-2). Adorno has won two
straight, with the latest being a second round stoppage over
Roberto Monreal on July 23rd in Orlando, Florida.

Roldan of Argentina is 21-0-1 with seven knockouts. The 29
year-old Roldan has wins over Gustavo Fabian Calderon (2-0),
Eduardo Martin Casal (2-0), Roberto Pablo Monzon (4-1), Lucas
Andres Dadono (2-0-2), Lucas Brian Ariel Bastida (3-0), Gutavo
David Vattori (22-4-1), Pablo Cesar Caldino (9-2). In his last
bout, Roldan won 1 10-round decision over German del Castillo
(10-1-2) on January 22nd in Panama City.

Adorno,, who is promoted by GH3 Promotions weighed in at 139.5
lbs. Roldan was 140 lbs.

In Montreal, Canada, super middleweight DeAndre Ware continues
to  take  on  top  competition  when  he  takes  on  undefeated
Christian Mbilli.

Ware,  34  is  15-3-2  with  nine  knockouts.  The  Toledo,  Ohio
native  has  defeated  the  likes  of  Derrick  Adkins  (5-1-1),
Enrique Collazo (11-0-1) and Ronald Ellis (16-0-2). In his
last  bout,  Ware  won  a  10-round  unanimous  decision  over
Christopher Brooker on June 4th in Toledo

Mbilli of France is 21-0 with 19 knockouts. The 27 year-old
has defeated Dergio De Leon (7-1), Cesar Lopez Ugarte (4-1),
Marcos Jesus Cornejo (19-2), Ramon Aguinaga (13-0), Jesus Pina
Najera  (21-1),  Ilya  Kharlamu  (8-2),  Humberto  Gutierrez
(33-7-2),  Abraham  Juarez  Ramirez  (15-3),  Jesus  Antonio
Gutierrez  Velazquez  (27-4-2),  Ronny  Landaeta  (18-3)  Ronald
Ellis (18-2-2) and his last bout when he stopped former world



title challenger Nadjib Mohammedi (44-8) on March 26th in
Montreal.

In Plant City, Florida, junior middleweight Marques Valle will
look to stay undefeated when he takes on veteran Benjamin
Whittaker.

Valle of Wesley Chapel. Florida is 5-0 with five knockouts.
The 23 year-old stopped previously undefeated Leonidas Fowlkes
(2-0). In his last outing, Valle stopped Jorge Rodrigo Sosa in
two rounds in Plant City, Florida.

Whittaker of San Antonio, Texas is 15-9 with three knockouts.
Whittaker has defeated undefeated Felipe Reyes (5-0), Rodolfo
Gomez Jr. (10-2-1), Skender Halili (8-0), Tre’sean Wiggins
(7-1), D’Andre Smith (8-0) and Zsolt Darayni (15-0). On August
4th, Whittaker lost to Callum Walsh in Montebello, California.

Valle, who is promoted by Pro Box Promotions, weighed 152.4
lbs; Whittaker was 151.4.

The fight can be seen on Pro Box TV at 9 PM ET

Marques  and  Dominic  Valle
Continue  Knockout  Streaks
with Stoppage Wins in Plant
City, Florida
NEW YORK (July 11, 2022)–Brothers, Marques and Dominic Valle
continued their winning ways with stoppage victories this past
Saturday night in Plant City, Florida.
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Marques took out Jorge Rodrigo Sosa in the second round of
their six-round super welterweight bout.

In round one, Valle scored a knockdown when he landed two hard
shots to the head that was followed up by a left to the body.
Valle continued the assault he was landing at will and scored
a second knockdown with a body. Valle was relentless with his
attack, and Sosa was fortunate to get out of the opening
frame. The fight did not last much longer as in round two,
Valle landed a perfect counter right that put Sosa down again.
Sosa got to his feet, but he walked around the ring, and the
fight was stopped at 2:38.

Valle of Lutz, Florida saw the second round for the first time
and  is  now  5-0  with  five  knockouts.  Sosa  of  Paraguay  is
3-5.Dominick stopped Manuel Guzman in the third round of their
scheduled six-round featherweight bout,

In round three, Valle landed some vicious body shots that he
followed with a combination to the head that put Guzman down
and the fight was stopped at 2:39.

Valle of Lutz, Florida is 5-0 with five knockouts. Guzman of
Managua, Nicaragua is 8-6-1.

Dominick stopped Manuel Guzman in the third round of their
scheduled six-round featherweight bout,

In round three, Valle featured a body attack that he followed
with a combination to the head that put Guzman down and the
fight was stopped at 2:39.

Valle of Lutz, Florida is 4-0 with four knockouts. Guzman of
Managua, Nicaragua is 8-6-1.

The Valle brothers are promoted by ProBox Promotions.


